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P OSSIBLE O RDERINGS OF A D ECK U SING T WO T YPES OF S HUFFLES
Heidi Benham

Perfect shuffles

Main Results

Main Results

A perfect shuffle is a shuffle where a deck is split evenly for an even deck or
split so that one stack has one more than the other for an odd-sized deck, and in
which, once the shuffle is performed, each card that was in one stack is directly
between cards in the other stack. In other words, the deck is shuffled so that the
cards are interlaced so that every other one is from a different stack. There are 2
kinds of perfect shuffles we will consider and they differ in which half of the starts
the shuffle. With an out-shuffle, the top half of the deck is the starting half, and
with an in-shuffle, the bottom half is. For an odd-sized deck, the top half has one
more than the bottom half when an out-shuffle is performed, but the reverse is
true for an in-shuffle. For example, consider a 13 card deck:

The following theorem provides some restrictions on what orderings are possible for a deck
with an even amount of cards.

The following theorem gives a lower bound of the amount of possible orderings
through out-shuffles and in-shuffles:

Theorem 1

Theorem 2
Let n be a natural number and suppose k1 is the out-shuffle order of a deck
of size n and k2 is the in-shuffle order of a deck of size n. The there at least
k1k2 possible orderings of the deck under in-shuffle and out-shuffles.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
When performing an out-shuffle, the top half will have cards 1 through 7 and the
bottom half will have the rest. The resulting order will be:
1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7
When performing an in-shuffle, the top half will have cards 1 through 6 and the
bottom half will have the rest. The resulting order will be:

Suppose n is even and we have a deck of size n. Then if a certain sequence of in-shuffles and out-shuffles brings the card originally in position
x to position p, then the card originally in position n − x + 1 is, after the same
sequence of shuffles, in position n − p + 1.
The following are some useful consequences:

Example

• No even deck of size n > 2 can be arranged in all n! permutations using only in-shuffles
and out-shuffles.

• It is only necessary to know the behavior of the first half of the deck to know the behavior
of the whole deck. This means that there is a tighter bound on the number of possible
n!
permutations: (n/2)!

The following directed graph represents all of the possible orderings of a deck
of four cards under in-shuffles and out-shuffles, where the blue edges represent
out-shuffles and the green represent in-shuffles.

• If a card originally in position x ends up on top after some sequence of in-shuffles and
out-shuffles, the card originally in position n − x + 1 will be on the bottom.
• Cards that “mirror” each other can only be next to each other when they are in the

7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13

middle of the deck.

The out-shuffle order of a deck of size n is the smallest natural number k such
that the deck is returned to its original order after k shuffles. The in-shuffle order
is defined similarly but with in-shuffles.

Out-shuffle and In-shuffle Functions

Fig. 2: Directed graph of a 4-card deck under in- and out-shuffles

This graph has all possible orderings that can be produced in a 4-card deck from
in-shuffles and out-shuffles, because each ordering has both a green edge and
a blue edge leaving it, so it shows, for each ordering what an in-shuffle and an
out-shuffle do. However, this is not 4! = 24 orderings, it is only 8.
Note that the 1 is always the same distance from the top as 4 is from the bottom.
The same is true for 2 and 3. Also, we can see that the out-shuffle order is 2
and the in-shuffle order is 4. Their product is eight, which is a lower bound of the
amount od possible orderings (and it happens to equal the possible orderings in
this instance)

Suppose we have a deck of size n. The following 2 functions map a natural
number x ≤ n to the position of the card originally in position x to its position
after k out-shuffles. If n is even, this function is:

(
2k (x − 1) + 1 mod n − 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ n − 1
fk (x) =
n
x=n
If n is odd, this function is:

fk (x) = 2k (x − 1) + 1 mod n

Future Research

For k in-shuffles,

• Find a precise numeric value given any n of the amount of possible orderings of a deck of size n under in-shuffles and out-shuffles.

fk (x) = 2k x (mod n + 1)
is the function when n is even, and

• Prove that each card in a deck of arbitrary size can be mapped to the top of
the deck after some sequence of in- and out-shuffles

(
2k x (mod n) if 1 ≤ x ≤ n − 1
fk (x) =
n
if x = n
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is the function when n is odd.

Questions
• Are all permutations of a deck of cards possible to obtain using only inshuffles and out-shuffles?

• If not, what orderings are possible?
In an attempt to answer these questions, we find lower and upper bounds on the
possible orderings of a deck of cards under these two types of shuffles.

Fig. 1: Original order, out-shuffle, in-shuffle, and out-shuffle then in-shuffle

This image gives a visual of this theorem. For instance, notice that the 2 is, in each deck,
the same distance away from the top as 9 is from the bottom.
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